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=============================== Technical issues ============================

1. [John Edison] TLV ID
Explanation  : 
 We use messages of Type-Length-Value (TLV) type to send WR-specific 
information. TLV messages are recognized by ID. We use 0x2004 value of ID, which
is from the range: 'experimental range'. Edison suggests that this may cause 
problems because:
 * values from 'experimental range' were supposed to be obtained from the
1588 working group.
 * it is quite likely that other groups (and maybe even companies) will 
jump into the 'experimental range' legally.
Suggested solution:
 He suggests to use Vendor specific TLV (PTP 14.3) which are 
distingquised by vendor owned OUI (CERN's OUI is: 08-00-30)
 Pros/Cons:
 * With a 14.3 TLV (vendor specific) you get to decide the complete 
semantics [ML: we don't need that]
 * PTP 14.3 TLVs are a bit longer but I don't think this matters for WR 
since they are used only in Announce messages or possibly Management functions 
using Signaling messages.
Comment by ML: 
 I think we need something that is Vendor-independant. If we use this 
idea, we will end up with WR switch produced by GSI not talking to WR switch 
produced by CERN, or, all WR switches produced by GSI, NI, etc using CERN OUI.
 We were/are thinking of WR as an extension to PTP, the standard says 
(PTP: 14.2, 134p): 
       Experimental TLVs are intended to facilitate operational 
experience with extensions that are likely to
       evolve into future standard extensions. Organizations or companies
may apply to the Precise Networked
       Clock Working Group of the IM/ST Committee for an experimental 
tlvType value. Experimental tlvType
       values, the proposed format and semantics of the TLV, and contact 
information for the party responsible
       for the TLV will be public information.
       Experimental TLV values are not permanent. They may be reassigned:
      * If the TLV is made a standard TLV
      * If it is clear to all parties that it is no longer needed
      * After a period of five years from the date of assignment
 My suggestion is to apply for an experimental TLV, but if WR does not 
become a part of PTP, and the assigned number expires, we are in problems.... 
unless it's possible to extend it indefenitelly. 

Conclusions  :
 

2. [John Edison] Management Action and ManagementID
Explanation  : 
 WR defines WR-specific management action (PTP, Table 38). This is really
dangerous. First of all things in PTP marked 'reserved' are reserved for the 
1588 standards group so there is absolutely no guarantee that in some future 
revision of PTP that the value you selected will not be used for some mandatory 
requirement for conformance. I do not think you need to do this anyway, the 
existing action fields should work for you if you decide to use the PTP 
management message structure. It appears that you assigned this only to 
distinguish WR management messages since the semantics are effectively the same 
as the PTP CMD action field.
 The semantics of a management TLV are set by the managementID value from
PTP table 40 and the current WR document in WR Table 7 selects values, two of 
which are used by PTP and the others are from a reserved field. Again this is 
probably going to cause difficulty. 

Suggested solution 1:
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 Specify that the management TLV is a WR message using only the 
managementID value and use PTP management action value (instead of introducing 
WR-specific WR_CMD). 
 Instead you should select values from either the implementation specific
range C000-DFFF or the profile specific range E000-FFFE. If you use the profile 
range you should create a WR profile as outlined in PTP 19.3.
 Neither of these choices provide absolute insurance against interference
since it requires you to ensure that other devices do not support a profile that
uses your values or an implementation specific value (anyone can use these).

Suggested solution 2:
 Go outside of the PTP management message structure and simply use the 
organization specific TLV of PTP 14.3 to define TLVs that you use as described 
(Signaling Messages). These cannot use the PTP management message semantics due 
to PTP 15.4.1.7. However there is nothing to prevent you from specifying in your
definition of these organization specific TLVs (that you are using for 
management) that for example they are not to be forwarded, etc. You could also 
create a field of WR management IDs (maybe call them something else like 
configuration ID) to convey the information in WR Table 7. This way you would 
not have to worry about interference at all. All WR devices would understand the
TLV and non-WR devices would not and would ignore them. These could be 
transmitted using the signaling message of PTP 13.12.

Comment by ML to Suggested solution 1: 
 If we are to use actions defined by PTP standard, we are to use COMMAND 
action, which is defined in Table 38 as follows:
   "The event indicated by the managementID fiedl shall be initiated. The
results of this command shall be acknowlsedged by a management messaeg with 
actionField set to ACKNOWLEDGE". 
 At the moment, during the the "WR Link Setup" process we are not using 
ACKs. So we should either start using ACKs or breach the PTP. 

Comment by ML to Suggested solution 2: 
  I don't see any problem with data solution.

Conclusions  :
 

3. [Cesar & Tibor] Clock = node vs. node=port 
Explanation  : 
 Pag 12 Second and third paragraph of wrspec.
 According to PTP lingo. All the nods in a networks are clocks, then 
clock = node, I don’t see the equivalence of node=port. And in the case of the 
“not PTP-compliant
 boundary clock”, it’s a clock with several PTP engine, one for 
everyport.

 “A White Rabbit Switch (WRSW) is not a PTP-compliant boundary clock. It 
is considered a set of ordinary clocks with predefined functionality (WR Master 
or WR Slave) rather than a clock with multiple PTP ports. As a consequence, 
WRPTP messages are never forwarded”: This description is not correct; paragraph 
has to be rewritten!!
  1) “a set of ordinary clocks with predefined functionality” does
not exist, since the PTP definition of ordinary clock is that there is NO 
predefined functionality!
  2) a set of ordinary clocks is exactly a PTP-compliant boundary 
clock if there's no predefined functionality!
  3) “WRPTP messages are never forwarded”: According to PTP this 
has to be called “direct communication”!
 Question: is it's really necessary to predefine WR master and slave 
ports? without it would nicely fit into PTP description. Instead the WR master 
in a link setup would be identified by the better clockClass/accuracy 
combination together with the special WR TLV announce message.

Comment by ML: 
 ad 1). Citing PTP, 9.2.2: 
     An ordinary clock may be designed to be a slave-only or a 
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non-slave-only clock. An implementation may
     optionally provide the ability to configure to a slave-only mode via
the management message
     SLAVE_ONLY or by implementation-dependent means. A slave-only clock 
shall implement the state
     machine illustrated in Figure 24.
     NOTE—A slave-only clock can never enter the MASTER state. Systems 
should therefore contain at least one non-
     slave-only clock. A slave-only clock uses a different state machine 
than a non-slave-only clock and has a different
     clockClass number; see 7.6.2.4.
  ad 2) Citing PTP, 6.5.3 (my comments between the lines):
     Each port of a boundary clock is like the port of an ordinary clock 
with the following exceptions:
       a) The clock data sets are common to all ports of the boundary 
clock.
                   [ML: this is not implemented at the moment, the data is 
separate for each node/port/clock]
       b) The local clock is common to all ports of the boundary clock. 
     [ML: in our case two master port/nodes/clocks have "different
clocks" all the time, to be able to switch to the backup clock instantly), 
right?]
       c) Each protocol engine has the additional function of resolving 
the states of all ports to determine which port provides the time signal used to
synchronize the local clock.
     [ML: we need to do it differently, no possibility for 
resovling the best clock by BMC algorithm]
  ad 3) no comments
  Additionally, the PTP definition of INITIALIZING state (PTP,table 10) 
says: "If one port of a boundary clock is in the INITIALIZING state, then all 
ports shall be in the INITIALIZING state". The PTP state machine says that the 
only way from getting from FAULTY (faunt != link down) state to normal operation
of PTP engine, is by going through INITIALIZING state. So if we want to by with 
compliance with PTP, we have a fauilure of first UPLINK, so the second takes 
control, we repaire the first UPLINK and to have it running we need to have all 
ports initializing. I think it's not possible for WR. 
 

  ad Question: Protocol-wise possible (We would need to implement 
sharring of clock data between ports), but hardware-wise not possible, since 
only UP LINKs can be slaves, right? 

  Conclusion 1: if we have WR switch = boundary clock = many ports, we 
have to breach PTP rules as well.
  Conclusion 2: WR Switch is not a PTP-complient boundry clock, it is a 
set of ordinary clocks.

 

Conclusions  :

4. [Peter & Henk + Maciej] BMC algorithm 
Explanation  : 
 "... the modified BMC algorithm (see 6.3) to ...". Question? Why
 "*modified* BMC"? And chapter 6.3 does not specify any "modification"?

Comment by ML: 
 Good point.
 "It is required from the modified BMC that the comparison of a WR Master
with a WR Slave or non-WR clock results in the WR Master being the ”best” 
clock."[*1] - this could be done just seting the appropriate clockClass values 
but actually is done by modifying BMC to recognize WR Master and WR Slave using 
additional WR data. 
 The chapter about BMC definitely needs extending by:
 1) adding the info how to implement [*1]
 2) I missed to mentioned that the additionaly WR data set fields needs 
to be copied, this is done by BMC
 3) during tests it turned out that additional changes needs to be done 
to BMC to be able to force WR Link Setup process by the Master
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Conclusions  :

5. [Peter & Henk] Granuality of WR parameters
Explanation  : 
   Table 1 (and Table 10):
   - deltaTx, deltaRx, grandmasterDeltaTx and grandmasterDeltaRx are 
defined as 64 bit values. Value is in picoseconds multiplied by 216. This means 
that the granularity is 1/65536 th of a pico second (being 15 atto seconds!). 
Isn't this a bit overdone? We would suggest to take 28 so the granularity is 
down to 4 femto second. For a 32 bit value (instead of 64 bits) this leaves 24 
bits corresponding to ~16,8 us which seems more than enough. Please specify the 
unit as "2-8 ps". 
   - wrAlpha is defined as "a 32 bit value". Practically Alpha will have 
a value between 0 and (much less than) 1. This "32 bit value" should be  
defined.
 

Comment by ML: 
 

Conclusions  :

6. [Cesar & Tibor] nNon-linear error accumulation of chained boundary clocks 
Explanation  : 
 The ting is that the topic is greatly diminished...
 

Conclusions  :

7. [Peter & Henk] Definition of calibratinPattern and calibrationPatternLen
Explanation  : 
   Table 9: calibrationPattern and calibrationPatternLen. These values 
should be defined as K28.7. If a free pattern may be chosen as defined by 
"calibrationPattern and calibrationPatternLen" then this complicates hardware 
design considerably (see also Appendix B remarks below).
 

Comment by ML: 
 

Conclusions  :

8. [Peter & Henk] Calibration example from Appendix B
Explanation  : 
   - The method presented in Appendix B is not sufficient for 
calibration. This is worrisome! We do not (hopefully, yet) have a good solution 
for this problem! The word "delay" is used to describe the phase difference 
between the  pattern on the link (Tx or Rx) and the clocks (TxCLK or RxCLK). 
"Delay" is in fact correct in the sense that the total propagation delay through
the PHY must be measured. However this total propagation delay can be (many) 
multiple UI (Unit Intervals = bit periods) + "some phase". The number of UI is 
measured in terms of the number of 125MHz code-group clocks + (0..9)UI, which 
can be a significant amount. In the Virtex-5 case (reference [2]) for example, 
deltaTx = 110 ns =~14 UI and deltaRx=350 ns =~44 UI. When it is assumed (but 
this is certainly not always true in practice) that the master and slave node 
have equal hardware then deltaTxm+deltaRxs=deltaTxs+deltaRxm and thus there will
be no asymmetry due to the fixed delays. 
   - It is stated that "0000011111" is not compliant to the 8b/10b 
standard. This is not correct; it is luckily! By luckily we mean that if it were
not then you wouldn't be able to use a SerDes straight away an you would need to
build your own (which is of course possible in an FPGA by feeding 10 bits 
transparently to the SerDes shift register, but this is not recommended since 
you'll need to create the 8b/10b coding logic in the FPGA fabric).
   See IEEE802.3-2008 Clause 36A.2 "Low-frequency test pattern" for a 
description of diagnostics mode test patterns that use a continuously repeated 
K28.7 (which is "0011111000" or "1100000111"). Note that using K28.7 as 
calibration pattern fits the SerDes code group alignment whereas "0000011111" is
shifted 2 bits!
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Conclusions  :

9. [Eric] Where in the PTP state machine should we execute WR state machine 
(UNCALIBRATED vs. INITIALIZING state)
Explanation  : 
   Eric suggested that WR state machine should be executed in the 
INITIALIZING state which would enable us to avoid the mega/state/transition 
blob.
 

Comment by ML: 
   IMHO, UNCALIBRATED state is made for White Rabbit :)
Conclusions  :

============ Clarity of the spec and other non-technical issues ===============

1. [Pablo] medium correclation parameter
Explanation  : 
 There is defined a 'medium correlation parameter (a)', to express the 
linear dependency between the variable delay between master and slave and slave 
and master. Using the term correlation may be misleading. I mean, the 'medium 
correlation parameter' may well have a value of, for example, 0.7, but the 
classical statistical definition of correlation between both delays will always 
be one. I suggest to use instead "relative delay factor" or "relative delay 
coefficient" or something with more physical meaning "Relative index of 
refraction between landa1 and landa2".
 

Conclusions  :
 Change to elative delay factor

2. [Javier] WR State machine Figure correction 
Explanation  : 
   correct the drawing to be complient with PTP notation from section 4.3
 

Comment by ML: 
 

Conclusions  :

3. [Cesar & Tibor] Missing the WR Protocol in the Spec
Explanation  : 
 As we said in the beginning, we're missing the WRP spec, we are confused
regarding this point. If the WRP still applies where are those states in FMS? 
Maybe it would be helpful if there is one FMS with the complete flow of a WR 
device. From the powering up till the end, with a branch pointing the PTP FMS

Comment by ML: 
 Do they understand "WR Protocol" as handling of High Priority packages 
etc? I think it is a bit separate from WR PTP. Two different things for two 
documents.
Conclusions  :

4. [Cesar & Tibor]  Formula 14 (simplified solution for delay asymmetry)
Explanation  : 
 Formula 14 should be deleted, since the condition ∆<<µ is not generally 
true: ∆~920ns [2] and
 µ~460ns+10*l [ns/m] → µ~1.5µs for 100m fiber link or 15µs for 1km link. 
Furthermore formula 14
 doesn't help understand asymmetry at all.

Comment by ML: 
 This formula is not for understanding but for using, it was put on a 
special request by Tomek.

Conclusions  :
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5. [Cesar & Tibor] Different equation for delay asymmentry 
Explanation  : 
 Rewrite (14) using (3),(7) and (8). This yields the following term for 
the asymmetry that directly
 shows that it consists of the time differences between all fixed and 
variable delays on the two links.

Comment by ML: 
 I spent quite some time deriving the suggested formula by rewriting (14)
using (3),(7) and (8). Than I realized two things:
 * the equation suggested by C & T can be derived directly from the 
Figure 4 and definition Master-Slave and Slave-Master delays (9)&(10)
 * such equation is illustrative but useless for implementation
Conclusions  :

6. [Cesar & Tibor] Kinds of WR network devices in WR network: WR Timing Master
Explanation  : 
 WR ordinary Clock(WR Timing Receivers) here, we should include also WR 
Timing Master, since is
 and ordinary clock as well, and under some specific settings is the 
master.

Conclusions  :

7. [Cesar & Tibor] WR as a PTP profile
Explanation  : 
 We think that the best way to align WR and PTP is to follow this section
            19.2.3      PTP profile conformance specification
            19.3.3      PTP Profile Specification
 It would definitely give a IEEE 1588 touch to the Spec, and 
user/developers to whom PTP is already familiar, would be far easier to read and
understand where are the “extension” and differences.
 All PTP devices should support one of the default PTP profiles, ANEX J →
it applies to WR, bellow a copy/paste from the standard.
 

 I would follow the scheme for a profile in the protocol (19.3.1.2):
 A PTP profile should define:
 - Which of the best master clock algorithm options (see 9.3.1) is to be 
implemented.
 - It has to be stated clearly in 6.3 that an alternate best master clock
algorithm is used that meets the requirements listed in PTP 9.3.1 a/b
 - Which of the configuration management options (see 15.1.1) is to be 
implemented.
   done
 - Which of the path delay mechanisms, delay request-response (see 11.3) 
or peer delay (see 11.4) is to be implemented.
   done
 - The range and default values of all PTP configurable attributes and 
data set members.
 - The transport mechanisms required, permitted, or prohibited.
 - The node types required, permitted, or prohibited.
 - The options required, permitted, or prohibited.
 

 A PTP profile shall extend the standard only by:
   a) The use of the TLV mechanism of 14.3. [done]
   b) The specification of an optional best master clock algorithm; see 
9.3.1. [NOT]
   c) The specification of an optional management mechanism; see 15.1.1. 
[NOT]
   d) The provisions of 19.2.2. [NOT]
   e) The provisions of 7.3.1.
 7.3.1 Messaging model
 Although the standard is written based on the multicast model, it is 
permissible to create an
 implementation based on a unicast model provided that the behavior of 
the protocol is preserved.
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Comment by ML: 
 

Conclusions  :

8. [Cesar & Tibor] Clarity of chapter about PTP
Explanation  : 
 It should be mentioned that this chapter describes PTP functionality, 
NOT WR functionality: In WR
 there is only one clock master for a single port, namely the direct link
partner sends announce messages
 while in PTP a single port receives a lot of announce messages to be 
used in the BMC algorithm.

Conclusions  :

9. [Cesar & Tibor] Change of the title of chapter 6
Explanation  : 
 New title : "Profile for Extension", 
 

Conclusions  :

10. [Cesar & Tibor] Change to Event-flow no. 2, Figure 5
Explanation  : 
 Change start to “The WR Slave receives several Announce messages, but 
recognizes
 one of it as the WR Announce message”. This is needed since WR may sit 
within a PTP network
 multicasting PTP announce messages.

Comment by ML: 
 OK, for me, however, in most (normal) cases no-WR PTP nodes are slaves, 
so the mentioned case is out of ordinary.
Conclusions  :

11. [Cesar & Tibor] Finit state machines: clarity and missing cases
Explanation  : 
 We think that it’s not so intuitive the FSMs. It took us a while to 
fully understand the connection between the WR FSM and the PTP. Also we believe 
that some cases are missing, specially if the network is mixed: WR and not WR 
devices, ie..it's not present what happen if the device connected in the other 
side of the link is non WR. It’s clear to me what should happen, the node has to
start the PTP FSM, but it is not described in the doc.
 The two FSM in the first version of the spec were somehow cumbersome, 
now it's better but it should be made clear how the FSMs of PTP and WR work: do 
they run independently or is it a single state machine where in special 
conditions the PTP state machine starts up ?

Comment by ML: 
 Maybe a nice Figure needed, Because from the above case ("the node has 
to start the PTP FSM") it seems that the think is absolutely unclean: the PTP 
FSM is running all the time, the WR FSM is started if WR node is detected.
 In my opinion, all the things are mentioned by not enouth clear :(
Conclusions  :

12. [Cesar & Tibor] What the authors wanted to say ???
Explanation  : 
 1. Pag 10, In the Figure 5, For the first msg, Announce, it is 
classified like Extended PTP Announce,
 2. Chapter 6.1: Management message should be transmitted as well by the 
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boundary... that would mean a lot of traffic...using subdomains we can avoid 
this situation, but it should be mention somewhere.
 3. FINITE STATE MACHINES: Revision and possible fusion (somehow this 
point is linked with the point 3, if we change something of this has to be also 
in the FSM, in any case you've detected incomplete cases....)

13. [Peter & Henk] Chapter needed which describing principals of phase 
measurement
Explanation  : 
 Figure 1 shows the principle of phase measurement at the master node. 
The introduction does not describe this principle although this is most 
important to WR. This has to be worked out in separate paragraphs..

Conclusions  :

14. [Peter & Henk] Hybrid systems 
Explanation  : 
 Page 4 last paragraph: remove "Some" and remove "are to be migrated". 
Actually the whole last paragraph can be replaced by this one sentence:
 "Applications need WR and IEEE1588-2008 nodes to coexist". Upgrade is 
not always necessary!
 

Comment by ML: 
 

   Upgrade is not always necessary! -> this is over-interpretation, but 
some changes in the text to make this clear could be doen.

Conclusions  :

15. [Peter & Henk] Sync message
Explanation  : 
 Page 6: The flow of events in a PTP delay request-response. 
 - point 3: "The master periodically sends..."
 Is "periodically" correct here? The Sync message naturally follows the 
Announce message and both messages are thus coupled to each other. Thus 
"periodically" in point 3 is obvious. It suggests that Announce and Sync may 
occur separate which is not the case, isn't it?
Comment by ML: 
 

 In PTP.v2 one message was split into Announce and Sync messages. These 
messages are indeed separate and can have different time intervals in which they
are sent by the Master.
 === to finish ===
Conclusions  :

16. [Peter & Henk] Timestamps correction
Explanation  : 
 Figure 4 caption: The actual timestamps are not corrected. The 
correction is done on the offset and delay calculations that are possible using 
the timestamps.
Comment by ML: 
 Yes, indeed, and this is what the author meant, but was not clear 
enough, it seems.
Conclusions  :

17. [Peter & Henk] Order of the chapters
Explanation  : 
 2 PTP
 2-1 PTP offset and delay calculations (using t2-t1 and t4-t3; 
essentially what is now chapter 4)
   Basically there are *two* equations with *three* unknowns (this is 
beautifully explained on pages 20-24 of this document: 
http://ieee1588.nist.gov/IEEE%201588%20Agenda/1588_tutorial_v1-30-aug-05_JEidson
.pdf) => from this follows the "asymmetry" problem. This is normally solved by 
assuming that the Master>Slave delay and  Slave>Master delay are equal (in fact 
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this is the *third* equation that now enables us to solve offset and delay)
  3 Link Delay Model (which focusses on the the fixed but not necessarily
equal delays).
 4 Asymmetry calculations (what is now chapter 4.1)

Comment by ML: 
 

Conclusions  :
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